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The online RPG game by NetEase where the battles take place in the most beautiful
virtual world. The Far Eastern fantasy action RPG takes place in an original world
where light and dark coexist, and the gates of the Far East have been destroyed by
the Great Dragon War. The Lands Between. This is an online action RPG where
combat takes place in the Lands Between. The world is riddled with problems and
high-rise buildings. But the people in the world are all innocent, and they want to
live in peace and dignity. Despite the existence of terrible monsters and evil
creatures, the people have long loved the Gods as their sacred ancestors, and the
people are hoping for peace from the Gods. In a fantasy world in which light and
dark are united, the Lords have begun to reappear after having disappeared for
thousands of years. The player takes on the role of a Lord who assumes his duties
and ascends to the throne of the Lands Between. Create your own character and
explore a vast world with a huge story. Battle countless monsters to gain a key that
opens a door to the Far East. ■ Features * A World of Fantasy and Folklore An
original fantasy world with a unique setting. More than 500 items have been added
for character customization. ■ Features of the Skills System Not only allowing for an
extensive upgrade in combat, but being able to enjoy the pleasure of researching
and gathering to improve other areas. ・The skill 'Warrior' can improve physical
strength while the skill 'Healer' can improve healing. ・The skill 'Summoner' can
increase your attack power and strength to summon powerful allies. ・The skill
'Mage' can increase magic power to a high level. The progress of research can be
shared among the party, allowing you to enjoy more in the Fantasy World. ■
Features of the Active Skill Gauge ・Upgrade the attribute of your skills by using the
Active Skill Gauge in action. ・The attribute of your skills can be improved by using
Active Skill Gauge. ・The attribute of the skills you have equipped can be upgraded.
・The duration of your active skill can be extended. ・Enlarged Field of View During
exploration, combat, and the use of other functions, the field of view is enlarged,
allowing you to view the entire area in a seamless manner. When you take a look at
the world through your eyes, you can

Elden Ring Features Key:
Rise & become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between!
A vast open world that combines scenic views with lively dungeons, where you can freely interact
with characters.
An epic story that lets you experience the new fantasy world of Elden as a newcomer!
A game designed by ex-Japanese developer Kadowakya Inc.
Your very own CPU created by an advanced proprietary emulator
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Please purchase this game under www.Onemanga.jp or iOS (

Tokyo RPG Factory, 

iOS).
Looking for a game that does not require much work but makes you feel your enjoyment of a legendary
game?
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